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"Et tu, Brutus?" Is Your Church An NSA Spy?

2016-05-17 07:59:24 By Mahatma Muhjesbude

I reached a sad point in life a few years ago where not much really shocks me anymore. And being a
religious historian provided more knowledge and insight into understanding of the darker side of
organized religion than most of the average flock or even their ministry has. So even the resurgence
of abominable historic atrocities in the name of God was not that surprising to me either.

But here is something really bothers me to a point where I’m losing sleep over it. This is something
way, way off the charts, even when it comes to the questionable idiosyncrasies of religionism, and it’s
counterpart, government authoritarianism.

It’s something so woefully evil that everybody, regardless of your particular faith, philosophy, or
absence thereof, should take this situation into serious perspective for the future of our survival as a
free nation.

Our Police State USA has now reached new devastating heights of radical intrusion into our personal
privacy. They are now violating your right to practice your own religion without interference and using
our faith based belief systems against us as a tool to eliminate Constitutional Law!

The Church of "Latter Day Totalitarianism"

In some ways I expected this. It’s no conspiracy theory that we already know that the FBI and the DHS
has paid informants or actual undercover agents in virtually every significant mosque in the country
spying on the membership. Not just the known outspoken radicalized groups, which should be
investigated if there is serious evidence for probably cause, but ALL mosques are now infiltrated by
arbitrary government surveillance. This is blatantly unconstitutional because not all Muslims are
terrorist psychos.

Unfortunately it’s not against the law for police to dress and pose as a priest or minister, doctor, or
anyone else to gain the confidence of someone you are trying to gain information from. Apparently
even the entrapment laws have been compromised. And FBI and police agencies are now giving
specific community watch "classes" on how to carefully spy on your neighbors, friends, and family
members!

We know that recently the slope got slicker and all government employees got memos to report any
discussions or attitudes of animosity toward the government and even other strange emotional
behavior to their supervisors immediately. Now this isn’t specifically limited to radical Islamist
behavior or speech, but it includes and emphasizes all anti-government speech!

There’s even a G sponsored public media push to change everybody into a flock of stool pigeons
called "if you see something, say something". Really? Merely seeing something or saying something
stupid doesn’t constitute probable cause to have swat teams flash banging your kids into blindness
and deafness for the rest of their lives?

You can’t even have a criminal conspiracy charge unless there is a "furtherance of physical
contribution" to any plans. But apparently the authorities somehow now think it is?
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Emboldened by their apparent success in abridging free thought and speech by the lack of public or
organizational outcry, the regime put their balls to the wall and then actually attempted to make
climate change deniers susceptible to some kind of criminal punishment!

While it’s bad enough Hillary now exhibits no circumspection in her campaign battle cry to crush the
NRA’s attempt to exercise their right to promote firearms, and sinister stump promises to eliminate
certain forms of "bad speech" against others--it’s an easy bet as to which bad speech will be number
one on her speech shit list—we now have…

The Scourging of Church Privacy

How about the government now violating your right to practice your faith in the sanctity and security
of your own church?!

In a NorthJersey.com news article (check the reference list below), a joint FBI/DHS task force is
currently actively enlisting teams of clergy, educators, and health care providers to proactively spy on
their constituents.

Not just as an atter of normal citizen responsibility as, for instance, to report to police any obvious
acts or threats of potential terrorist criminal activity, but to particularly target those persons not
committing any criminal acts or threats or intent, but merely exercising their rights to free speech
exhibiting associated anti-government/establishment emotional or mental stress. Which includes a
whole lot of us, by the way (which also happens to be setting up the foundation for an entirely
different future gun confiscation agenda, as well).

These spy operations will be called SRC (Shared Responsibility Community) Teams. Some aggressive
police state communities are also now using something called CER (Community Engagement Round
Tables) with confidential training on how to spy on folks and some churches are now using facial
recognition surveillance equipment, ostensibly for security but nevertheless linking in to the NSA’s
massive data collection base.

There’s even an organization registered as Churchix which provides consulting for churches who wish
to get involved.
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This amounts to nothing less than establishing local organization based snitch teams consisting of
your most trusted associates and mentors disguised as "preventive maintenance teams" to report
directly to the FBI/DHS.

Essentially bypassing the 5th and 4th amendment due process requirements and making private
protected conversation available to the government without your consent to be used against you for
their insidious agendas. And as always, speciously justified under the fraudulent notion of ‘public’
safety and ‘extreme crime prevention’.

Between all that and the already well established automatic voluntary information interrogation of
your private info to the NSA by Facebook and other social media venues, this is really the absolute
end of your privacy rights, folks!

The politically correct equivocation is that this is not just for Islamists, but also for U.S. based
"domestic extremist groups". Translation: Patriot militia groups, sovereign libertarians, "molon labe"
types, and eventually, any anti-government verbal dissent or opposition.

Unholy Bedfellows

It is not widely known or universally published that historically the church (and quite a few other
sectarian religious organizations) never had qualms about resorting to bribery, intimidation, and even
torture and murder to enforce "the laws and will of God".

Spying to control the flock was a deeply rooted part of the church’s operation. The Jesuits were always
the Church’s equivalent to the CIA. And as bad as all this government spying on the flock is, the
government couldn’t hold a novena candle to the church’s proprietary tradition of Confession. The
church’s "intelligence" system doesn’t need to spend all that tax money on cloud storage of
everything you say, buy, read, and do.

The local parish pastor or local church minister knows much more about everybody than the
government. Because the sinful information is willingly confessed to the priests by the flock members
in little rooms in the back of the church called confessionals after which the now forgiven sinners
gratefully even sometimes donate money to the unholy practice.

Local non Catholic Christian churches garnish the flock’s trust withwitnessing at gatherings after
sermons, and then private office counsel services by their ministers for the faithful, often with
intimate revealing conversations often taking place that should be protected under client privilege
law, but really isn’t under these new Police State rules.

Is this latest privacy intrusion by authorities’ the precursor of a nascent Government-Vatican power
elite merger? After all, They both share the same gun control agenda?

They’re both going broke, and if economic doom soothsayers are correct the G will have to begin
selling off some of the land out west they stole over the years from the ranchers to China for some
cash flow, and the church might have to sell some of that gold and art they traded from the Nazis for
helping them get new id’s and set up in South American and elsewhere.

So in true totalitarian ingenuity, it’s only logical and deviously clever for the G to take advantage not
only of the liberty and privacy weakness along with the gullibility of organized religion, but also of
their highly developed proven control methodology over their flocks.
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Why NOT initiate a community Police State program where your own church clergy are working with
and for the Government to spy on your personal life? Totalitarianism would work even better as a
"religionist police state". The best of both totalitarian worlds. And this shameless immoral, unethical,
and unconstitutional treason on both sides… is what Jesus died for?

The Kiss of "Jude-Ass"

My immediate reaction was "wait just one Holy Cow gall dang minute! Isn’t this direct recruitment of
the church as a government intelligence subcontractor a blatant violation of the 1st Amendment
Separation Clause? Isn’t setting up any kind of government relationship to further government control
over the people determined in some Constitutional case law as a direct assault on the 1st Amendment
separation law?"

So many times I’ve said it before but…Where’s ACLU on THIS?! Maybe they’re too busy with the ‘Big
Stinky Potty’ debate, Gay marriage, or some such other bullshit nonsense?

And, why is there such a noticeable suspicious absence of concern from the church and Christian
leadership on this? Or more importantly, where’s the outrage and marching, and condemnation by
the rank and file Christian community on this? What is this strange "church mouse" silence in the holy
vestibules of our houses of prayer?

Maybe they are too afraid of losing the Big Daddy G knee bounce of not having to pay church
property taxes freebie? Or losing that non-profit corp but big business money making tax break status
they get for being a church?

Do they have more fear of the regime, than they have fear of God? Could it be the Lord’s way of
teaching us a lesson or a warning to let us know that we should never drink the poisonous potion of
Government and Faith based religions working together against the people? Mixing politics and
spiritualism can ultimately destroy us all, like it did all throughout history? Which is why the Founder’s
created the 1st Amendment.

Is this a sign from God? A manifestation of a foretold prophesy of hell fire and brimstone punishment
for trying to making deals with the devil and having sinful dreams of theocratic power lust?
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Let the Good Old End Times Begin!

Lately I’m finding myself glancing more up at the heavens.

I’m watching for Jesus to gloriously come gliding down from the sky through the chem-trails, with His
Malificent, I mean Magnificent winged angels behind him slinging their AR-15’s…Locked and loaded.

But as a refugee from a Seminary and person of the cloth myself, I had a spiritual dream that I better
get up off my potato chip ass, and start prepping for his second coming-- because now I’m certain
that the end is near -- by calling my representative and asking him about this.

No, wait, by demanding that he finds out some answers to the Constitutional validity of all this, and
then email the ACLU and some others. And then go out and pick up a couple thousand more rounds.

Because like everyone else, maybe Christians are simply too busy caught up with wasting valuable
time on their obsessive compulsive anti-LGBT crusade side of the toilet seat holy wars? And, of
course, THAT’s exactly what the G likes to see instead of concentrating on more important things in
life like the destruction of their faith from within.

And they wonder why overall church interest is in decline these days, especially with young people?
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Maybe the Pope should skip the social media twitter twatting for sheep recruiting and get right to the
bare essentials and do a Holy Smokin’ twerkin’ rock video with Miley? Call it "The Last Crucifixion"… of
our liberties!

This article has been written by Mahatma Muhjesbude for Survivopedia.
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